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Introduction

Langone & Associates (“L&A”) as a sub-consultant to Kaestle Boos Associates, Inc. (KBA) was tasked to
perform a Radio Communications Study and Recommendations for Improvement. This study will identify
the necessary changes to improve radio communications throughout the Town for Fire (NFD) and Police
(NPD) radio users. The upgrades required are planned to be implemented as part of the new fire and police
station project.
The Town’s Public Safety Answering Point (“PSAP”) is in the existing NPD communications center and
answers all 911 and other emergency calls. The PSAP dispatches calls for the NPD. Calls for NFD are
transferred to the NFD communications center which is the Secondary PSAP for dispatch.
L&A met with representatives of the NFD, NPD and Public Facilities as well as made site visits to all
existing radio equipment locations to gather information for this study.
The components of the NFD and NPD radio systems addressed in this study are the:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Repeaters
Receivers
Antenna Systems and Structures
Comparators
Radio Dispatch Consoles
Connectivity to the Radio Sites
Office Radios/Control Stations
Portable Radios
Mobile Radios

There are other systems that are required to support the public safety dispatch process and the
communications center which are provided under a separate budget. These systems are noted in this
document.

2

Emergency Response Network

The public safety emergency response network requires high reliability operation of the following
critical components:
•

911 emergency telephone system to deliver the calls for service to the Public Safety Answering
Point (PSAP) communications center; equipment and services provided by the State 911 office

•

communications dispatch center to receive, assess and dispatch the necessary information to the
appropriate response units by radio

•

effective radio system to deliver the information to the response units

Radio system reliability is a function of equipment and coverage. Does the radio system talk and listen in
the required areas?
Mission critical public safety radio systems (also referred to as Land Mobile Radio – LMR) operate as a
one button push to talk one to many communications networks directly under control of the public safety
agency. Cellular phones operate as one to one communications network and not directly under the
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operational control of the public safety agencies. Therefore, cellular phones are not practical for mission
critical public safety radio communications.

3

Existing Radio System Configuration

NFD and NPD radio system infrastructure uses analog technology and includes equipment at the following
Town-owned and private locations throughout the Town:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

NFD HQ Communications Center
NFD HQ Basement Equipment Room
EOC at the NFD HQ
NPD HQ Communications Center
NPD HQ Basement Equipment Room
NFD/NPD HQ Shared Antenna Tower
75 Second Ave (Private)*
Birds Hill Water Tank*
North Hills (Private)*
Water Treatment Plant*
Walker School (Private)*

Refer to the existing radio system drawing for NFD and NPD in the Appendix. All the radio system
infrastructure includes equipment that is out of production or at or near its manufacturer’s End of Life
support with spare parts becoming harder to find. Many of the portable and mobile radios are in the same
situation. However, there have been some recent purchases of portable and mobile radios. The plan is to
replace all obsolete radio equipment with current technology equipment.
The most important issue that was noticed during the site visits was the condition of the equipment shelter
at the Birds Hill Water Tank. I understand that plans had been started to replace this shelter. Those plans
should be accelerated due to the overall condition of the shelter. This shelter contains the only transmitters
for the current NFD, NPD and DPW radio systems. The antennas for this location are mounted on the water
tank structure.
Another issue is that all the remote radio locations indicated by an asterisk (*) are connected to the NFD
HQ and NPD HQ communications centers by Verizon leased copper lines. These lines are increasingly
subject to outages as Verizon is reducing its support for this very old infrastructure and increasing support
for its new IP/Ethernet infrastructure. The proposed radio system would use microwave and/or fiber to
connect all radio sites using IP/Ethernet.

4

Radio System Frequencies, Licenses and T-Band

NFD operates on the frequency pair 453.0750/458.0750 under FCC License Call Sign WQBE338.
NPD operates on the frequency pair 470.3625/473.3625 under FCC License Call Sign KZR401. This
frequency is currently part of the T-Band give back Law enacted by Congress in 2012. This Law requires
the FCC to auction these T-Band frequencies by 2021 and affects public safety agencies in 11 major cities
in the US. Many are in eastern Massachusetts. Each T-Band user is required to be off the T-Band
frequencies within two (2) years after the auction is completed. Some of the proceeds from the auction will
be used to offset the cost of the department’s relocation. This give-back law was part of the legislation to
3
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create a Public Safety Nationwide Broadband Network (FirstNet). FirstNet is a network dedicated for use
by first responders.
Since the T-Band spectrum will not provide an auction winner nationwide exclusive use, many believe that
the auction will not provide the expected benefits and that the law will be repealed but it has not happened
yet. However, a U.S. House of Representatives Minority Report was released in September 2017 on the 10year anniversary of Implementing the Recommendations of the 9/11 Commission Act of 2007. A copy of the
pages pertaining to the T-Band give-back issues is included in the Appendix. A link to the full report is
available at
https://insidecybersecurity.com/sites/insidecybersecurity.com/files/documents/sep2017/cs09112017_91
1Act_Report.pdf. This is the first time that I have seen the Congress discuss the T-Band give-back issue
and its disruptive effect on public safety agencies that rely on T-Band.
The approach taken in this study is to assume continued use of the UHF T-Band frequencies and that the
law will be repealed or suspended until FirstNet is available for mission critical voice communications.
It is recommended and included in the budget for the NPD to obtain mobile and portable radios that can
operate in the UHF/T-Band frequencies as well as on the 700/800 MHz frequencies used by the State
Police and other state agencies
A review of the NFD and NPD FCC Licenses noted above indicated that they require modifications to
update their system information to the current system configuration.
NFD and NPD radio users currently have access to many other frequencies licensed by other agencies such
as MetroFire, BAPERN and local towns to improve interoperable radio communications. This will not
change after implementation of the proposed radio system.
Implementation of the recommendations included in this document will require future FCC License
modifications once the final design is completed.

5

Radio Coverage Propagation Analysis

The most important function of the radio system is to provide reliable radio coverage where it is needed.
Meetings with the representatives of the NFD and NPD identified weak coverage areas in the Town. Refer
to the Appendix for the coverage maps of the existing radio systems and the proposed radio systems. The
propagation analysis is based on the following typical public safety parameters:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Portable radio on the hip with an external speaker/microphone
Portable radio with a power output of 5 watts at the antenna port
Portable radio with a receive sensitivity of -113 dbm at the antenna port
95% of the area
95% of the time
Voice quality with minimum background noise (Delivered Audio Quality – DAQ 3.0)
Generally accepted attenuation levels for inside residential and industrial building radio
communications
Multiple fixed transmit locations operating in a simulcast mode requiring strict timing equipment
and stable site connectivity systems such as fiber or microwave radio

The primary change is that the current radio systems use:
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•
•

NFD – one transmitter and six (6) receive locations
NPD – one transmitter and four (4) receive locations

The proposed radio systems will be more robust by using more strategically located radio sites:
•
•

NFD – three (3) transmitters and four (4) receive locations
NPD – three (3) transmitters and four (4) receive locations

In selecting the prosed radio sites, existing town-owned structures were analyzed, consideration was given
to the telecommunications district and the radio coverage required by the NFD and NPD before
recommending the radio system represented by Maps 32 and 33.
The additional strategically placed transmitters, operating in a simulcast mode, provide the improved
talkout (dispatch to portable) signal strength for reliable in building coverage. Simulcast means that the
transmitters simul-taneously broad-cast. The multiple receiver locations provide reliable talkback (portable
to dispatch). Mobile coverage for NFD and NPD radio systems currently extends beyond the Town’s
borders and will continue with the proposed configuration.
Unlike the current NFD and NPD radio systems, the proposed radio systems include radio equipment for
both at the same radio sites.
In doing coverage analysis for public safety two-way radio systems, we look at both sides of the
conversation. This is required because a critical component of the system is the officer/firefighter's portable
(handheld) radio. The portable radio is not as powerful and its antenna is not as good as the vehicle
mounted mobile radio. For public safety radio systems, we optimize the system design for portable radios
to ensure reliable radio coverage when the officer/firefighter is outside of the vehicle.
In the typical public safety repeat radio system, such as Needham's current fire and police radio systems,
the talkout side is the communication outbound containing the dispatcher or field unit's voice. The repeat
function is very important as it allows multiple field units to communicate during an incident.
How effective the talkout side is based on the location of the fixed transmitter(s) within the Town.
Currently Needham has only one primary transmit location (Birds Hill Water Tank) and multiple receive
locations for fire and police. Based on information received about the current system, many areas,
especially in buildings, have unreliable radio coverage where the officer/firefighter can't understand the
dispatcher's talkout communication.
The talkback side is the communications from the field unit whether it is a portable or mobile radio sent
back to the communications center for the dispatcher to receive as well as repeated out to the other field
units. Based on information received about the current system, many areas, especially in buildings, have
unreliable radio coverage where the dispatcher can't understand the
officer/firefighter's talkback communication.
The reason why we identified new radio transmit and receive sites is because the current systems lacks
sufficient radio signal strength both for talkout and talkback. The solution will require additional strategic
locations for transmitters and receivers.
The maps illustrate the level of radio coverage by color for a portable radio as described in the operating
parameters above:
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•
•
•
•

Gray is no or poor coverage
White is in street coverage
Yellow is coverage inside residential buildings; this is simulated by adding 8 db of signal loss
Green is coverage inside industrial buildings; this simulated by adding 20 db of signal loss

The software program used to develop these coverage maps is a good planning tool to provide a means to
create a conceptual radio system design and are not guaranteed radio coverage.
The existing T-Band Bi-Directional Amplifiers (BDA) that are installed in various buildings throughout the
Town can remain in use with the proposed radio system.
The software program used to develop the microwave antenna heights for unobstructed line of sight
between locations is a good planning tool. However, these paths need to be field verified to ensure high
reliability of the microwave system.

6

New Radio System Requirements

This section will identify the specific radio equipment required and each location. The existing NFD and
NPD radio systems use analog technology. Many public safety agencies are transitioning to P25 digital
technology. P25 systems provide improved voice quality over a larger area than analog and includes more
features such as seamless integration of voice encryption. The planning budget estimate developed includes
the capability for NFD and NPD infrastructure and radios to operate in either the analog or P25 modes on
their main channels.
Connectivity between the radio sites is accomplished using a microwave radio system. This system is
configured in a loop to provide a level of redundancy should a path fail. In the future, the Town may also
connect the radio sites with fiber to increase the level of redundancy.

6.1

NFD Communications Center/Watch Room

Radio dispatch console with two (2) operator positions with access to the following radio channels:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

NFD
NPD
DPW
MetroFire Control Station 1
MetroFire Control Station 2
MetroFire Control Station 3
VOC Alarm
Emergency Management

Back up NFD control station independent from the radio dispatch console.
Each NFD radio dispatch console will include:
•
•
•

Monitor and Workstation
Four (4) Speakers
Desk Microphone
6
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

6.2

Footswitch
Headset Jacks (2)
Display of calling radio ID
Display of emergency radio ID
Channel cross patch
Multi-channel transmit
Control of selected doors in the building
Display the receiver site equipment status

EOC Room

The EOC will be equipped with:
•

•
•
•

6.3

Existing Zetron 4010 Radio Dispatch Console with access to the following radio channels:
o Emergency Management
o NFD
o NPD
o DPW
Cache of VHF Portable Radios (6)
Six-Unit Portable Radio Battery Charger
Cache of VHF Mobile Radios (6) w/Mag Mount Antennas for Temporary Installations

NPD Communications Center

Radio dispatch console with four (4) operator positions with access to the following radio channels:
•
NFD
•
NPD
•
DPW
•
BAPERN West
•
BAPERN Central
•
BAPERN South
•
BAPERN Area 3
•
BAPERN Area 4
•
State 800 MHz Control Station
•
MetroFire Control Station 1
•
MetroFire Control Station 2
•
MetroFire Control Station 3
•
Emergency Management
Back up NPD control station independent from the radio dispatch console.
Each NPD radio dispatch console will include:
•
•
•
•
•

AES256 Encryption
Monitor and Workstation
Four (4) Speakers
Desk Microphone
Footswitch
7
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

6.4

Headset Jacks (2)
Display of calling radio ID
Display of emergency radio ID
Channel cross patch
Multi-channel transmit
Control of selected doors in the building
Display the receiver site equipment status

Radio Equipment Room

This room will contain the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

6.5

Radio Dispatch Console Interface Gateways
Simulcast Radio Equipment
GPS Receiver for Radio Simulcast
NFD Standby Repeater with Active Receiver
NPD Standby Repeater with Active Receiver
NFD Comparator (4 Receiver Locations) – Analog
NFD Comparator (4 Receive Locations) – P25
NPD Comparator (4 Receiver Locations) – Analog
NPD Comparator (4 Receive Locations) – P25
MetroFire Control Station 1
MetroFire Control Station 2
MetroFire Control Station 3
Emergency Management Base Station
EOC NFD Control Station
EOC NPD Control Station
EOC DPW Control Station
Microwave radio and antenna pointing to Birds Hill
Microwave radio and antenna pointing to RTS
Future - Fiber cable termination and electronics for connection to the remote radio sites and
Station 2
Three (3) six (6) foot 19” two-post open equipment racks

NFD/NPD HQ Shared Roof Mounted Antenna Structure

A roof antenna structure (sled type) will be provided as part of the building for mounting all the antennas at
the NFD/NPD HQ building location. Individual omni antennas (~5 Ft in length) will be required for each of
the following equipment:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

NFD Standby Repeater
NPD Standby Repeater
MetroFire Control Station 1
MetroFire Control Station 2
MetroFire Control Station 3
BAPERN Special Control Station for West, Area 3 & Area 4
BAPERN Control Station for Central
BAPERN Control Station for South
8
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

6.6

Emergency Management Base Station
NFD/NPD receivers with Multi-Coupler
NFD Communications Center Back Up Control Station
NPD Communications Center Back Up Control Station
EOC NFD Control Station
EOC NPD Control Station
EOC DPW Control Station
GPS Receiver for Radio Simulcast
GPS Receiver for NG-911 (Provided by State 911)
Radio Fire Alarm Box System (2); provided under a separate contract

Birds Hill Water Tank

Equipment required at this location includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

NFD transmitter and receiver with the antenna mounted on the water tank
NPD transmitter and receiver with the antenna mounted on the water tank
DPW transmitter and receiver with the antenna mounted on the water tank (replacement
equipment not part of this project)
Simulcast equipment
GPS receiver with antenna mounted on the shelter
Equipment and environmental monitoring system
Microwave radio and antenna pointing to Dunster
Microwave radio and antenna pointing to HQ
Future - Fiber patch panel and termination electronics (assumes fiber from the NFD/NPD HQ
equipment room will be available at this equipment shelter)

As noted earlier, the equipment shelter and generator should be replaced as soon as possible due to its
condition. The new radio system budget provided does not include these items and assumes they will be
replaced under a separate budget and include:
•

•

Equipment Shelter – 8’ x 12’ with:
o Aggregate Panel Exterior
o 100 A Service, Single Phase
o HVAC (1 Ton and 5KW heater)
o Cable Tray (12”)
o R-11 Insulation
o Lifting Brackets
o 19” Equipment Racks (3)
o 100A Generator Plug
o Interior LED Lights
o 20A Outlets (6)
o R-56 Grounding
o Antenna Port
o Environmental Alarms
15KW Diesel Generator
o Automatic Transfer Switch
o Exercise Timer
o 48 Hour Base Tank
9
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•

6.7

Foundations and Conduits, As Required

Dunster Water Tank

Equipment required at this location includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

6.8

NFD transmitter and receiver with the antenna mounted on the water tank
NPD transmitter and receiver with the antenna mounted on the water tank
Simulcast equipment
UPS
GPS receiver with antenna mounted on the shelter
Equipment and environmental monitoring system
Microwave radio and antenna pointing to RTS
Microwave radio and antenna pointing to Birds Hill
Future - Fiber patch panel and termination electronics (assumes fiber from the NFD/NPD HQ
equipment room will be available at this equipment shelter)
Equipment Shelter (same as Birds Hill Water Tower site)
Generator (same as Birds Hill Water Tower Site)

RTS Site

Equipment required at this location includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

6.9

NFD transmitter and receiver with the antenna mounted on the tower
NPD transmitter and receiver with the antenna mounted on the tower
Simulcast equipment
UPS
GPS receiver with antenna mounted on the shelter
Equipment and environmental monitoring system
Microwave radio and antenna pointing to Dunster
Microwave radio and antenna pointing to HQ
Future - Fiber patch panel and termination electronics (assumes fiber from the NFD/NPD HQ
equipment room will be available at the equipment location in the building)
180 Ft Self-Supporting Lattice Tower
Foundation for tower, shelter and generator, cable bridge and fences
AM Detuning system due to proximity to the WEEI-AM towers
Equipment Shelter (same as Birds Hill Water Tower site)
Generator (same as Birds Hill Water Tower Site)

Fire Stations 1 & 2

Equipment required at each location includes:
•

Radio Control Station with antenna mounted to building and interface to station public address
system (provided under a separate procurement)

6.10 NFD Subscriber Radios
10
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New NFD subscriber radios will include the following:
•
•
•
•

UHF Mobile radio for rear mount with antenna; the budget quantity includes the net of the
required and ordered radios
UHF Portable radio with lapel speaker/microphone and case; the budget quantity includes the net
of the required and ordered radios
Portable radio vehicle charger
Portable radio six-unit charger

6.11 NPD Subscriber Radios
New NPD subscriber radios will include the following:
•
•
•
•
•

7

Dual band UHF & 700/800 MHz Mobile radio for rear mount with AES256 encryption and
antenna
Dual band UHF & 700/800 MHz Portable radio with AES256 encryption, lapel
speaker/microphone and case
Manual encryption key loader
Portable radio six-unit charger
Portable single unit charger

Temporary Operating Locations

During the construction of the new building, the NFD and NPD staff will operate out of temporary
locations. Each location should have at a minimum separate radio control stations to access the NFD and
NPD radio systems. These control stations can be mobile radios with an external power supply and outside
antenna. They may also want access to MetroFire and BAPERN channels.
Also, these locations may require a BDA to provide reliable NFD and NPD radio communications inside
the building for the officer and firefighter’s portable radios.
The costs for the equipment identified in this section is not included in the new radio system planning
budget estimate.

8

Other Technology Systems for the New NFD/NPD HQ Building

It is assumed that the systems listed below are included in the new NFD/NPD HQ building
specifications/drawings and will be provided under separate procurements and budget. These systems are
not included in the Capital Planning Budget Estimate provided with this document. Where appropriate, it is
also assumed that the necessary pathways, conduits and wall boxes will be provided to accommodate this
technology equipment located throughout the building. Detailed evaluations of the following systems are
beyond the scope of this study:
•
•
•
•

NFD/NPD HQ shared antenna mounting structure (sled type) with cable access from the
equipment room
Communications Center dispatch furniture with motorized adjustable surfaces, personal
comfort controls, monitor mounts and 24-hour intensive use chairs
Fire Station Alerting System for the NFD communications center and stations 1 & 2
NFD communications center central station equipment for the radio fire alarm boxes
11
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

NG-911 telephone equipment, administrative workstation, printer and logging recorder;
all equipment and installation costs will be provided by the State 911 Department
Administrative telephone system
Computer Aided Dispatch (CAD) system
Records Management System (RMS)
Criminal Justice Information System (CJIS)
Town/Building LAN
Office Computers/Printers/Faxes etc.
Internet access
Video for monitoring the building with cameras to monitor inside, outside, holding cells,
remote fire stations etc.
Video for selective monitoring of all cameras located throughout the Town; assumes
adequate connectivity to the building from outlying areas
Video for selective monitoring of all cameras at the schools; assumes adequate
connectivity to the building from the schools
Large wall mounted monitors located in the dispatch room to view all the cameras, call
status, CATV etc.
Large wall mounted monitors in the EOC/Training and conference rooms
Intercom system that includes monitoring of selected doors and holding cells
Panic alarm system in selected locations to summon help
Access control that includes control of selected inside and outside doors as well as cell
check logging
Audio/Visual equipment for the EOC/Training room and conference rooms
Interrogation and Interview Audio/Visual system with the proper certifications for
evidence, storage and selected permissions for access
Premise cabling to support voice, data and other low voltage applications
BDA for cell phone coverage improvement in the building
BDA for NFD and NPD coverage improvement in the building
Standby generator to operate entire building
Critical equipment UPS that will support at a minimum the rooms for dispatch, radio
equipment, server equipment, booking and EOC etc. with isolated grounds
Building ground of 5 ohms or less with a single point ground system
Grounding and lightning surge protection with Transient Voltage Surge Suppressor
(TVSS) following R-56 guidelines
Dispatch room with conductive carpet, acoustic material for ceiling walls and floor,
dimmable lights and emergency battery packs for some lights
Raised floor for the dispatch and equipment rooms with conduit access between the
rooms to permit easy access for system cabling initially and continuing over the years for
technology upgrades

The following information is supplied for consideration by the Town and Architect:
•
•

Review the space programmed for the radio and technology systems
Town contract directly with technology vendors according to the Town’s procurement polices
relating to existing local contracts, state contracts or chapter 30B procurement; this approach
would provide the Town with more direct control over implementing these important systems
as well as eliminate any General Contractor mark up.
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9

Assumptions

The recommendation is based on the following assumptions:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Planning budget estimate includes capital costs only
Existing Birds Hill Water Tank equipment shelter and generator will be replaced under a separate
project
Unrestricted access to all radio sites
UHF T-Band frequency giveback law will be repealed in total or suspended until the Public Safety
Nationwide Broadband Network (FirstNet) is available for mission critical voice
Initially – Microwave will connect all radio sites and HQ in a loop network which provides path
redundancy
Future - Fiber may connect all radio sites to the HQ IT room for additional redundancy; no fiber
costs are included and are considered operating costs
No DPW radio system upgrades are included
Approval of a 180 Ft tower at the RTS facility with AM detuning equipment

10 Recommendation
Maintaining the use of the UHF T-Band radio frequencies, maps 32 and 33 provide the optimum radio
coverage as identified by the working group. The capital planning budget estimate range for this radio
system configuration includes:
•
•
•
•

Infrastructure =
EOC =
Subscriber Radios (Mobiles & Portables) =
Project Total =

$1,643,088 to $2,019,064
$ 31,460 to $ 35,679
$ 655,600 to $ 655,600
$2,330,148 to $2,710,342

The above estimate does not include any receive only radio sites except at HQ. Receive only sites are
considered optional for possible future implementation. The cost range for each additional receive only site
assuming the use of an existing building to locate equipment and mount an antenna is $121,620 to
$154,655.

11 Next Steps
The next steps for this project include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Approve budget
Complete final requirements for coverage, equipment and system design
Notify WEEI-AM of the plans for the RTS tower
Engage an AM Tuning Company to design the detuning system for the RTS tower
Obtain approvals for access to the radio equipment sites
Field verify microwave path surveys
File FCC License modifications and waiver request
Prepare procurement specifications
Obtain Vendor quotes
Execute Vendor contract
Implementation and Acceptance of the New System
13
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12 Appendix List
The following information is included in the Appendix:

12.1 Existing NFD and NPD Radio System Configuration
12.2 U. S. House of Representatives Minority Report on T-Band
12.3 Coverage Maps for Existing NFD and NPD Radio Systems
•
•
•
•
•

Map-1 indicating the terrain elevations throughout the Town
Map-2 Existing for NFD Talkout
Map-3 Existing for NFD Talkback
Map-4 Existing for NPD Talkout
Map-5 Existing for NPD Talkback

12.4 Proposed NFD and NPD Radio System Configuration for Maps 32 & 33
12.5 Coverage Maps 32 & 33 for Proposed NFD and NPD Radio System with Path
Analysis for Microwave Loop Connectivity Paths M1, M3, M4 & M6
12.6 Capital Planning Budget Estimate Detail for Maps 32 & 33 Radio System
Included in a separate document are the following Appendices:
12.7 Additional Coverage Maps Illustrating Options – Maps 1 to 37 (Maps 32 & 33 are
also included)
12.8 Additional Microwave Path Analyses – M1 to M9 (M1, M3, M4 & M6 are also
included)
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APPENDIX 12.1

EXISTING NFD AND NPD
RADIO SYSTEM CONFIGURATION

APPENDIX 12.2

U.S HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
MINORITY REPORT ON T-BAND

APPENDIX 12.3
TERRAIN MAP AND
COVERAGE MAPS FOR EXISTING
NFD AND NPD RADIO SYSTEMS
MAPS 1, 2, 3, 4 & 5

APPENDIX 12.4

PROPOSED NFD AND NPD RADIO SYSTEM
CONFIGURATION FOR MAPS 32 & 33 WITH
PATH ANALYSIS FOR MICROWAVE LOOP
CONNECTIVITY PATHS M1, M3, M4 & M6

APPENDIX 12.5

COCERAGE MAPS 32 & 33 FOR
PROPOSED NFD AND NPD RADIO SYSTEM

APPENDIX 12.6

CAPITAL PLANNING BUDGET ESTIMATE DETAIL
FOR MAPS 32 & 33 RADIO SYSTEM

